Abstract. In this paper we develop a calculation code to account for the effects carried by fast rotation on the observed spectra of early-type stars. Stars are assumed to be in rigid rotation and the grid of plane-parallel model atmospheres used to represent the gravitational darkening are calculated by means of a non-LTE approach. Attention is paid on the relation between the apparent and parent non-rotating counterpart stellar fundamental parameters and apparent and true V sin i parameters as a function of the rotation rate Ω/Ωc, stellar mass and inclination angle. It is shown that omission of gravitational darkening in the analysis of chemical abundances of CNO elements can produce systematic overestimation or underestimation, depending on the lines used, rotational rate and inclination angle. The proximity of Be stars to the critical rotation is re-discussed by correcting not only the V sin i of 130 Be stars, but also their effective temperature and gravity to account for stellar rotationally induced geometrical distortion and for the concomitant gravitational darkening effect. We concluded that the increase of the V sin i estimate is accompanied by an even higher value of the stellar equatorial critical velocity, so that the most probable average rate of angular velocity of Be stars attains Ω/Ωc ≃ 0.88.
Introduction
Fast rotation produces a polar flattening and an equatorial stretching of stars, which in turn induce non-uniform surface gravity and temperature distributions: the gravity darkening effect (GD, Zeipel 1924) . Owing to the levitation effect introduced by the rotation, rotating stars evolve as they had a lower mass: their core density is higher, the total bolometric luminosity produced is lower and they spend a longer time on the main sequence evolutionary phase than slowly rotating stars with the same mass (Sackmann 1970; Bodenheimer 1971; Clement 1979; Moss & Smith 1982; . The geometrical deformation of the star and the GD further influence the apparent status of the star, which also depends on whether it has a radiative or convective envelope (Lucy 1967; Tuominen 1972; Smith & Worley 1974; Claret 1998 Claret , 2000 . As predicted by models of stellar evolution (Endal & Sofia 1979; Pinsonneault et al. 1991; Heger & Langer 2000; , fast rotation is further expected to generate several instabiliSend offprint requests to: yves.fremat@oma.be ties that contribute to redistribute the internal angular momentum. They induce thus a turbulent diffusion in the stellar interior (Zahn 1992) , which in massive objects drives the CNO-cycled material from the core to the envelope and changes the atmospheric chemical composition in these stars .
Rotation dependent spectra of early type stars
Radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium conditions in atmospheres of rotating early-type stars impose in each point of the stellar surface the emitted bolometric flux be proportional to the local gravity F ∝ g β eff with β ≃ 1 if T eff > ∼ 7000 K and g eff = g grav − g rot + g rad (Zeipel 1924; Claret 2000) . Although a non-local theory of radiative transfer in rotating stars does not reproduce von Zeipel's relation, meridional circulation and turbulence in surface layers recover the validity of this law (Smith & Worley 1974) . For B-type star effective temperatures, the radiation pressure g rad can be neglected. Energy distributions, photometric indices and spectral lines produced in gravity-darkened early type rotating stars were calculated by several authors, either for rigid (Collins 1963 (Collins , 1965 (Collins , 1966 (Collins , 1968a (Collins ,b, 1974 Hardorp & Strittmatter 1968b , 1972 , 1968a Hardorp & Scholz 1971; Collins & Sonneborn 1977; Collins et al. 1991; Maeder & Peytremann 1970 , 1972 or for differential rotators with conservative internal rotational laws (Collins & Smith 1985; Zorec 1986 ). A0 to F5-type rigid rotators were studied by Pérez Hernández et al. (1999) . The effects of the GD on the V sin i determinations were explored by Stoeckley (1968) for rigid rotators and Zorec et al. (1988) for differential rotators. Stoeckley (1968) concluded that the reduced contribution to the He i 4471 line broadening in the equatorial region may lead to underestimated rotational parameters in early-type stars, while Zorec et al. (1988a) obtained double valued V sin i in star models with polar hollows. Recently, Townsend et al. (2004) rediscussed the GD effect on the V sin i values of rigid early-type rotators and concluded that classic V sin i determinations for B0 to B9-type stars can be underestimated by 12 to 33% at ω = Ω/Ω c = 0.95 rotational rates, if the He i 4471 line is used and from 9 to 17%, if the Mg ii 4481 line is studied.
Aim of the present work
Apart from the obvious rotation dependent Doppler effect, four factors, at least, still concur to produce the observed line broadening in gravity darkened fast rotators: a) changes with the surface non-uniform temperature of the continuous spectrum specific intensity; b) dependence of the intrinsic lines equivalent width with the local temperature and gravity; c) stretching of the isotemperature and isogravity regions, which make that in strips of constant radial velocity for rather large Doppler displacements there can be temperatures close to that of the undistorted star; d) for high enough inclinations, the flattened stellar disc produce shortened constant Doppler displacement strips that tend to shallow the rotationally broadened line profile. A look on the He i 4471 and Mg ii 4481 line equivalent width dependence with temperature and gravity can be obtained in Didelon (1982) and Sect. 4.3. These lines are currently used to determine the V sin i parameters of early-type stars (Slettebak et al. 1975) . From classic model atmospheres we obtain that at the He i 4471 and Mg ii 4481 line wavelengths the continuum specific intensity scales as I c ∼ T a eff , with a ∼ 2.2 if T eff > ∼ 7500 K. Since is it T eff (eq)/T eff (pole) = (g eq /g pole ) 0.25 , we infer that for ω = 0.95 the equatorial regions contribute less to the flux of the broadened line profile by a factor I c (eq)/I c (pole) < ∼ 0.2 than in the pole. Line profiles are then expected to be narrower than those calculated with models where GD is neglected. At high aspect angles, effect d) compensates partially this deepening. Depending on the temperature of the star, in fast rotators the change of the local T eff and log g with latitude produce the equivalent width of the He i 4471 line be either W Hei (eq) > W Hei (pole), or W Hei (eq) < W Hei (pole), while the equivalent width of the Mg ii 4481 line is always W Mgii (eq) > W Mgii (pole). Let us note that for the He i 4471 line, we actually mean the blend He i 4471+He i 4470, where the second line is a forbidden component and has a somewhat different sensitivity to fundamental parameters than the permitted λ4471 component. For the He i 4471 and Mg ii 4481 lines also respond in a different way to the GD and because they overlap partially, the V sin i determination demands that we proceed to fit both lines simultaneously.
The aim of this paper is thus to take into account, as properly as possible, the changes of the stellar radii R pole and R eq and of the global bolometric luminosity with ω in the calculation of the emitted radiation fluxes. We will also fit both He i 4471 and Mg ii 4481 lines in order to determine up to what degree the V sin i parameters of earlytype fast rotators are underestimated if they are obtained assuming that rotational distortion and GD can be neglected. This is of particular interest for Be stars to know whether they are near-critical rotators (Townsend et al. 2004) . In this paper, we will also discuss the effect of the rapid rigid rotation on the determination of the stellar effective temperature, surface gravity and chemical composition.
Model atmospheres
Fast rotation flattens the star and produces non-uniform density and temperature distributions in its surface. To take into account the first order effects of this flattening on the stellar spectrum of B-type stars, we adopted a method similar to the one described by Collins et al. (1991) , but modified to introduce the changes detailed in Sect. 2.1. In this approach, that we applied in a computer code hereafter named fastrot, the stellar photosphere is replaced by a mesh of plane-parallel model atmospheres depending each on the local temperature and surface gravity (Sect. 2.2).
Flattening and gravitational darkening
We assume that the stars are rigid rotators without any surface latitudinal differential rotation component. We adopted the Roche approximation for the stellar surface equipotentials, i.e. in the gravity potential the dipole and higher order terms are neglected (Tassoul 1978) . In the expression of the surface effective gravity we also neglected the latitude-dependent radiation pressure term (g rad = 0; . From the Roche equipotentials it follows that the ratio between the equatorial to the polar radii at the rotational rate ω = Ω/Ω c (Ω c = critical angular velocity) is given by:
where R c is the equatorial radius at critical rotation (ω = 1).
In what follows we use the Ω/Ω c to characterize the rotation rate instead of V e /V c where V e and V c are the actual and critical linear equatorial rotation velocities respectively. The main reason for this choice is that as we assume stars are rigid rotators, the angular velocity Ω, which is the same over the whole star (surface and interior) and independent of any other stellar quantity, it can be considered as an independent fundamental parameter. We note, however, that the stellar rotational distortion and the associated gravity darkening effect are controlled by the parameter η given in (1). Though Ω/Ω c , V e /V c and η are functions having the same germs 0 and 1, it is Ω/Ω c < V e /V c < η in the open interval 0 < Ω/Ω c < 1.
In previous works it is often assumed that R p (ω) = R o where R o is the radius of the star at rest (Collins et al. 1991; Reiners 2003; Townsend et al. 2004) . In the present study we adopted instead the following interpolation expression for R p , derived from the calculations performed by Bodenheimer (1971) , Clement (1979) and Zorec et al. (1988) :
where M is the stellar mass in solar units and τ = K/|W | with K the rotational kinetic energy and W the stellar gravitational potential energy. A rough relation between τ and η is given by τ ≃ [0.0072 + 0.008η 1/2 ]η 1/2 . Although (1) implies R c = 1.5R o at critical rotation, as from (2) R p (ω) < R o , depending on the B-type stellar mass, it is R c = 1.3R o to 1.4R o , rather than R c = 1.5R o as usually assumed in the literature.
The total bolometric luminosity produced in the stellar core was assumed given by:
where L o is the bolometric luminosity of an homologous non-rotating star with mass M and rest surface gravity g o . The expression for the factor f L was derived from Clement's (1979) models for M > ∼ 1.5:
The quoted models (Bodenheimer 1971 , Clement 1979 , Zorec et al. 1988b were calculated for stars with internal conservative differential rotation laws and for energy ratios τ that reach the global secular stability limit τ = K/|W | ≃ 0.14 and even higher. In all these models the core is supposed to rotate as a rigid body. Moreover, these calculations show that the radii ratio R p (ω)/R c and the function f L do not depend on the rotation law in the stellar envelope (Zorec 1986 ). Nevertheless, the interpolation relations (2) and (4) are for 0 ≤ τ = K/|W | < ∼ 0.03, range of τ values which are suited for rigid rotators, including the rigid critical rotation, where τ = K/|W | < ∼ 0.02 whatever the stellar mass in the 2 < ∼ M < ∼ 60 range.
Relation (3) takes into account only the change of the total bolometric luminosity due to the mechanic rotationally induced changes of the stellar core temperature and pressure (Sackmann 1970) . Whenever possible, we have checked that the changes introduced by mixing phenomena induced by the instabilities produced by the rotation (Endal & Sofia 1976; Maeder & Meynet 1996; do not introduce significant changes to the f L given by 4.
In this work the GD law was written as:
where θ is the colatitude angle; M is the stellar mass; R o is the radius of the star at rest; g is the modulus of the gravity vector g = −∇Φ with Φ being the Roche potential; β was considered = 1 for all local T eff (θ, ω) > ∼ 7000 K. For lower local T eff , β was interpolated in Claret (1998) . The factor γ was calculated for each ω as follows:
where σ is theŠtefan-Boltzmann constant and S is the total area of the surface Roche equipotential. From (3) it comes that the global effective temperature
, the effective temperature of a non-rotating star with the same mass. On the other hand, relations (5) and (6) imply that
β , which hinders to relate the apparent stellar fundamental parameters with those the star would had if it were at rest. We note that the relations T eff (θ=0, ω) = T 
Local plane-parallel models
The spectrum of a rotating star is represented as the intensity of radiation emitted per unit wavelength interval per steradian in the direction towards the observer defined by the aspect angle i (inclination angle of the stellar rotation axis with respect to the line of sight). It is given by (Collins 1965; Maeder & Peytremann 1970) :
where R(θ) is the co-latitude θ-dependent distance between the stellar center and the surface of the rotation ally-distorted star; µ = µ(φ, ω) =n.î (n is the unit vector normal to the stellar surface andî is the unit vector representing the direction of the line of sight); cos δ(θ, ω) = −n.r (r is the unit vector in the direction of R(θ)); I λ (µ, ω) is the µ-dependent monochromatic specific radiation intensity calculated for the local effective temperatures T eff (θ, ω) and surface gravities g(θ, ω). The integration of equation (7) was performed using a gaussbiquadrature of degree 96 in both angles θ and φ, which in principle is equivalent to a grid of 36481 surface elements of local plane-parallel model atmospheres. Each stellar surface point was characterized by its specific radial velocity in the observer's direction in order to take into account the corresponding Doppler shift in the spectral line. The models we used to evaluate each local specific intensity I λ (µ, ω) were computed in two consecutive steps. To account in the most effective way for the lineblanketing, the temperature structure of the atmospheres have been computed as in Kurucz & Castelli (2000) using the atlas9 computer code (Kurucz 1993) . Non-LTE level populations were then computed for each of the atoms we considered using tlusty (Hubeny & Lanz 1995) and keeping fixed the temperature and density distributions obtained with ATLAS9.
Excepted for C ii, the atomic models we used in this work were downloaded from tlusty's homepage (http://tlusty.gsfc.nasa.gov) maintained by I. Hubeny and T. Lanz. Table 1 lists the ions that were introduced in our computations. C ii was treated with use of the modion IDL package developed by Varosi et al. (1995) and by adopting the atomic data (oscillator strengths, energy levels and photoionization cross-sections) selected from the topbase database (Cunto et al. 1993) . It reproduces the results obtained by Sigut (1996) .
In this way and for each spectral region studied in the present work, the specific intensity grids were computed for effective temperatures and surface gravities ranging respectively from 15000 K to 27000 K and from 3.0 to 4.5. For T o eff < 15000 K and T o eff > 27000 K (T o eff concern rotationless model atmospheres) we used LTE calculations and the ostar2002 model atmospheres grid (Lanz & Hubeny 2003) .
Comparison of rotating with non-rotating models

Adopted procedure
Hydrogen and helium line profiles, more particularly, the Hγ, λ4388 He i and λ4471 He i lines, are often used to derive the effective temperature, surface gravity and projected rotation velocity of B type stars. Among the reasons of their use, we have: 1) the line profiles and equivalent widths are very sensitive to effective temperature and surface gravity; 2) the blue helium lines are known to be somewhat less sensitive to LTE departures; 3) the broadening mechanisms of their line profiles have been well known for a long time (e.g.: Barnard et al. 1969; Leckrone 1971; Vidal et al. 1973; Mihalas et al. 1974 ). Table 2 . Sets of parameters used in model grids
Two grids of spectra ranging from 4250Å to 4500 A were computed. A first grid, GRIDA, was obtained using classical plane-parallel model atmospheres. A second grid, GRIDB, was calculated using fastrot (Sect. 2) where stellar flattening and gravity darkening are taken into account. The sets of fundamental parameters considered in these grids are given in Table 2 . T o eff and g o refer to the fundamental parameters of the rotationless or parent non-rotating counterpart of the star (Sect. 2.1). Regarding the notation, it is worth noting that for GRIDA it holds T eff = T o eff and log g = log g o . In what follows we will determine the effective temperature, surface gravity and the projected rotational velocity of B-type stars using only the Hγ, Hei4388, Hei4471 and Mgii4481 lines. To this end we will use a fitting procedure based on a least-squares method that applies the minuit minimization package available at cern. In order to know the confidence degree of this method, we fitted the spectra of the GRIDA reference lybrary using synthetic spectra obtained from the same NLTE planeparallel model atmospheres like the GRIDA spectra. The free, or fit parameters used to this purpose were: the ef- Fig. 1 . Test of the adopted procedure: comparison of T eff , log g and V sin i parameters obtained by the fitting procedure with the model parameters of GRIDA Table 3 . Spectral regions considered for the fits. fective temperature, surface gravity, the projected rotational velocity and the averaged flux ratio of the fitted to the reference spectrum. The χ 2 deviation parameter was computed only for the selected spectral domains defined in Table 3 for CASE A. The comparison shown in Fig. 1 of parameters obtained by the minimization procedure with the model GRIDA reference parameters, reveals that the agreement is quite satisfactory. However, this agreement is the best for the projected rotational velocity, whose accuracy is generally better than 4%. The derived effective temperature approaches the most to the reference values when T eff ∼ 20000 K, but for other temperatures deviations never exceed 500 K. The errors committed on log g are always lower than 0.05 dex whatever the effective temperature.
To study the effects of fast rotation on the determination of stellar fundamental parameters, we applied the same procedure than above to the GRIDB spectra, where the model parameters are
Since the fit of spectra produced by rotating stars can be done in two ways, we distinguish two sets of parameters. The reference model parameters proper to calculate fastrot rotationally modified synthetic spectra, as well as those obtained by fitting with them the rotationally distorted spectra, are hereafter called parent non-rotating counterpart (pnrc) fundamental parameters and will be noted with a superscript " o " or a subscript " o " (i.e. T o eff and log g o ), while V sin i will represent the true projected rotation velocity of the star. Conversely, we call apparent fundamental parameters (i.e. T app.
eff , log g app. and V sin i app. ), those derived by fitting the GRIDB spectral lines with synthetic spectra issued from classical plane-parallel model atmospheres.
The fit of the Hγ, Hei4388 and Hei4471 lines was done either including the Mgii4481 line or excluding it in order to test the procedure's sensitivity to a change of the fitting criteria; this identifies respectively CASE A or CASE B in Table 3 .
Reference parameters
In the following sections, calculations will be done for several effective temperatures and surface gravities. To have a rough look on the spectral types they may concern as well as the relations that exist between the fundamental parameters suited for non-rotating stars and the apparent ones -which are dependent on the stellar geometrical distortions and the concomitant GD -we list in Table 4 the reference parameters we used in the present work. In this table are also given the polar effective temperature and the polar radius of the distorted stars for several values of the angular velocity ratio Ω/Ω c .
The MK spectral types adopted (Gray & Corbally 1994) are for the effective temperatures and log g o = 4.0 of the parent non-rotating stars. The stellar masses and radii for Ω/Ω c = 0 used to calculate the critical velocity V c (c.f Sect. 2.1) were derived from stellar evolutionary tracks of non-rotating stars (Schaller et al. 1992 ).
Apparent fundamental parameters
Following the procedure described in Section 3.1, we obtained a grid of pnrc (i.e.: parameters belonging to the parent non-rotating stellar counter-part) and apparent fundamental parameters for different values of the angular velocity and inclination angle of the star. Since the aim of the present computations is to provide a way to correct the observed fundamental parameters from gravitational darkening effects for a large parameter-space, in the present work we have chosen to present the effects due to fast rotation and the corresponding corrections, as a function of T app.
eff , log g app. and V sin i app. (e.g. Fig. 2) , to make a direct link with the actually measured quantities, rather than against the pnrc fundamental parameters, which need to be determined from the sought corrections. As the REFs are strongly dependent on the aspect angle i, we present them as a function of the observed V sin i app. .
Effective temperature
The typical effects of stellar flattening and GD on effective temperature are shown in Fig. 2 for different combinations of T o eff and log g o , while the corrections ∆T eff to add to the apparent effective temperature to get the pnrc effective temperature at different apparent Ω/Ω c , apparent V sin i, and apparent log g regimes are plotted in Fig. 3 (upper  panel) . As expected, the T app. eff decreases with increasing V sin i app. . Fast rotation produces therefore a lowering of the apparent effective temperature. Concerning the amplitude of this effect and its general behaviour, the following remarks can be made: i) REFs on T app. eff become significant for Ω/Ω c > 0.6. They are stronger and vary more rapidly with V sin i app. the larger the values of Ω.
ii) When Ω/Ω c increases, REFs on T app. eff become more sensitive to surface gravity in the sense that they are larger the lower is the gravity.
iii) The relative lowering effect on the apparent T eff does not depend much on its pnrc value. In Table 5 this effect is given in percentages for different angular velocities in stars seen equator-on, where effects are the stronger. iv) When studying dwarf B-type stars, REFs on T app. eff can be ignored safely at V sin i app. lower than 200 km s −1 and at V sin i app. < ∼ 100 km s −1 for giant B-type stars.
Surface gravity
Corrections ∆log g to add to the apparent surface gravity to get the pnrc surface gravity at different Ω/Ω c , apparent V sin i and apparent T eff regimes are plotted in and Ω/Ω c , is due to hydrogen lines, which in the present approach are the main log g indicators. In hot stars, the intensity of hydrogen lines is the lowest, but it increases fast with the equatorial local T eff decrease produced by increasing values of Ω/Ω c .
iii) The lowering of log g app. does not depend much on the pnrc log g value. It is given in percentages in Table  5 for different angular velocities in stars seen equatoron where effects are the stronger. In the more distorted cases, the change in log g app. represents two luminosity classes. iv) In B-type stars with T app. eff < ∼ 18000 K and V sin i app. < ∼ 100 km s −1 , REFs on log g can be ignored.
Projected rotation velocity
The REFs on V sin i app. become significant for Ω/Ω c > ∼ 0.70. The spectral lines become progressively less broadened than expected from models of stars without GD, due to a lower contribution to the line flux coming from the gravity darkened equatorial regions towards the stellar limb. The magnitude of this effect depends on the sensitivity of the line studied to the local changes of T eff and log g, as shown in Fig. 4 (Fig. 5 a) is considered. The apparent V sin i parameter is obtained in this figure using the Fourier transform method applied to line profiles calculated with fastrot. In the present work, the Fourier method is meant to represent the classical techniques of determining rotational parameters. We see that in a star having a T o eff = 14000 K, a V sin i app. ≃ 250 km s −1 value implies that the underestimation of the projected rotational velocity is δV sin i= (V sin i)-(V sin i app. )≃ 140 km s −1 , if it rotates at Ω/Ω c =0.99. The underestimation δV sin i drops fast as soon as Ω/Ω c < 0.99, while the magnitude of the V sin i app. saturation depends on the inclination angle, angular velocity and also on the effective temperature (e.g. Fig. 5, 6, 8 and 7) . Same conclusions can be drawn for the Mg ii 4481 line. However, in this case the above mentioned line broadening underestimation is less pronounced (Fig. 5 b) . This is due to the fact that the intensity of the Mg ii 4481 line is smaller in the polar regions than in the equatorial, so that even the continuum intensity in the line wavelengths is stronger at the pole than in the equator. The differentiated response of the continuum and the intrinsic line intensity to T eff and log g compensate to each other somewhat, producing hence a smaller δV sin i.
The relation between the apparent and the true V sin i derived from the Mg ii 4481 is shown in Fig. 5 . We note in this figure that saturation effects are seen in the He i 4471 line for low T o eff values and in the Mg ii 4481 line when T o eff is high. In the first case, the effect is due to a significant decrease of the equivalent width of the line for low effective temperatures (i.e. at the stellar equator). In the second case, the contrast of the continuum specific intensity between the pole and the equator cannot be compensated by the modest increase of the equivalent width of the line at lower equatorial temperatures (cf. Fig. 4 ).
Fig. 6.
Comparison between true and apparent V sin i in fast rotating stars assuming log g app. = 4. The fitted regions correspond to CASE A of Table 3 .
As can be seen in Fig. 6 , where V sin i app. was derived following the procedure described in Sect. 3.1, the simultaneous fitting of various spectral lines combined with the simultaneous determination of T app.
eff , log g app. and V sin i app. limits somewhat the saturation effect and minimizes the underestimation of the projected rotation velocity at high inclinations and angular velocity rates. As the use of the V sin i parameter at a given Ω/Ω c hides the effect of the aspect angle on the measured V sin i we plotted in Fig. 7 , for a pnrc B2 V spectral type, the behaviour of the apparent V sin i against its true value at different fixed inclination angles (sin i). We note that the underestimation at higher V sin i is also very sensitive to the sin i.
The incidence of log g o on the underestimation δV sin i is further shown in Fig. 8 . In this figure the relation between δV sin i against the true V sin i is given for different pnrc effective temperatures and surface gravities. It is seen that as long as V sin i < ∼ 300 km s −1 , the δV sin i is almost independent of gravity. As soon as V sin i > ∼ 300 km s −1 , not only do the δV sin i differences depend strongly on log g o , but depending on the effective temperature it shows two different behaviors. For temperatures T o eff < ∼ 20000 K, δV sin i begins to decrease, while for T o eff > ∼ 20000 K it increases even faster. In Fig. 8 the curve corresponding to log g o = 3.4 is badly determined for high V sin i values, because the gravity decreases rapidly to very low values at the equator. 
Effects of fast rotation in other spectral regions
It is very important to know whether plane parallel model atmospheres calculated for the apparent fundamental parameters can describe accurately enough the whole observed spectrum of a rotating star. This matters not only for the study of the stellar chemical composition, but also for the energy distribution representation, which enters frequently the fundamental parameter determination. This is important, in particular, for fast rotating early type stars, whose evolution is faster than that of less massive stars, so that they are found in different evolutionary stages and can be used to test models of stellar evolution.
Chemical composition
In order to verify the reliability of the use of computed stellar spectra that ignore GD, we studied wavelength domains that contain several helium and hydrogen lines, as well as CNO spectral lines. We compared apparent spectra, i.e. those computed with a plane-parallel model atmosphere using the apparent fundamental parameters given in Table 7 with pnrc spectra (i.e. those calculated using fastrot for T o eff =20000 K, log g o =4) and several inclination angles Ω/Ω c = 0.99. This comparison for hydrogen and helium lines is shown in Fig. 9 . The same type of comparison for CNO elements is shown in Fig. 10 . It appears then that in general REFs can be ignored for stars with V sin i < ∼ 150, which correspond either to slow rotators or pole-on fast-rotators. However, in fast rotating stars seen at high inclination angles, ie: large V sin i values, discrepancies between both series of models can be significant. Thus, the chemical composition of objects seen at high inclinations, which are also the most frequently found, must be studied using models adapted for rotating stars.
In panel (a) of Fig. 9 are shown the helium and hydrogen lines used to determine the apparent T eff and log g, as noted in Sect. 3.1. The spectral regions where the fit was actually performed are marked on top of spectra with horizontal thick lines. In general, these same plane-parallel models calculated and apparent fundamental parameters are representing quite satisfactorily the helium and hydrogen lines in other spectral regions (see panel (b) in Fig. 9 ).
The behaviour of the CNO spectral lines as function of the inclination angle and angular velocity is however more complex, as shown in Fig. 10 . In Fig. 11 , we reported the overabundance of oxygen and nitrogen derived for models corresponding to an apparent B2 IV star (T app.
eff =19000 K and log g app. =3.5) but for different values of Ω/Ω c and two different V sin i values (150 km s −1 and 200 km s −1 ). The adopted fundamental parameters are listed in Table 6 . This kind of modeling shows that in early B-type stars C ii is expected to be underestimated when use is made of plane-parallel model atmosphere for fast rotators seen equator-on. Nevertheless, these models can still be used when stars are seen at low inclinations. The abundance of nitrogen, as derived from various N ii lines, is overestimated by a plane-parallel modeling of fast rotators seen at intermediate inclination angles. In fast rotating B-type stars cooler than 25000 K, oxygen is always overestimated by plane-parallel models when fits of Oii spectral lines are done, while it is expected to be somewhat underestimated if one uses the λ7772 Oi triplet.
More generally, spectral lines preferably formed at the stellar poles (N ii, O ii ...) tend to appear stronger when the effects of fast rotation are taken into account (see f.e. O ii lines in panel (a) of Fig. 10 ). On the contrary, when their privileged forming region is near the equator, they often appear weaker (see f.e. O i line in panel (b) of Fig.  10 ) but the REFs are also generally smaller. Therefore, REFs on chemical abundance determinations strongly depend on the studied transition, on V sin i and on the effective temperature of stars. The content of CNO elements in atmospheres of early-type fast rotators, in particular Be stars, will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. Table 6 . Spectral lines used in the abundance estimate are noted in each Figure. eff , log g app. , V sin i app. ), pnrc (T o eff , log g o ) parameters and true V sin i used to study the effects of stellar flattening on the determination of CNO abundances (Fig. 11) . Table 7 . True and apparent fundamental parameters used in Fig. 9 and 10 at Ω/Ω c =0.99 . 
Energy distribution
Since REFs on the stellar continuum are directly proportional to the shape and apparent size of the observed stellar disk, magnitudes are very sensitive to the stellar flattening. The GD displayed by the stellar hemisphere facing the oberver enhances even more these effects. REFs affect therefore the slope and the absolute level of the emitted fluxes. REFs on the stellar continuum in the visible spectral range have already been widely discussed in many previous works (Collins 1963 (Collins , 1965 (Collins , 1966 (Collins , 1968a (Collins ,b, 1974 Hardorp & Strittmatter 1968b , 1972 , 1968a Hardorp & Scholz 1971; Collins & Sonneborn 1977; Collins et al. 1991; Maeder & Peytremann 1970 , 1972 Collins & Smith 1985; Zorec 1986; Pérez Hernández et al. 1999; Townsend et al. 2004) . To complete the presentation of rotational effects and because the spatial UV spectral region was less explored in the literature (Kodaira & Hoekstra 1979 ; Llorente de Andres & Duran 1979) we show in Fig. 12 the comparison between spatial UV energy distribution computed with fastrot using true and apparent parameters for Ω/Ω c = 0.99 and different inclination angles. The values of parameters used in each calculation are given in Table 7 . Sometimes the spatial region of stellar energy distributions are used to compare apparent diameters or to infer distances (Frémat et al. 2002) . According to estimates shown in Fig. 12 differences up to 70% are expected in these quantities if they concern early type fast rotators. Table 7 . 
Discussion
In the present approach of rotational effects on spectra emitted by early-type stars we neglected second order effects due to radiative fluxes related to the latitudinal gradient of the local effective temperature. They might be not entirely negligible (Hadrava 1992) , in particular for very fast rotators, where the equatorial gravity lim ω→1 g(eq) → 0. It is expected that their effect may reduce somewhat the GD.
Comparison with other recent calculations
To test our code, we compare in Fig. 13 the He i λ4471 line profile computed with fastrot and bruce (Townsend et al. 2004 ). The same model atmosphere grids were used assuming near critical rotation Ω/Ω c = 0.99 (V e /V c = 0.97) and inclination i = 90 o . Relations (5) and (6) were combined to find what pnrc effective temperature is implied by the T polar value we used as entry parameter in bruce. This procedure leads to an almost identical gravitational darkening and to identical line profiles as shown in Fig. 13 . We made several comparisons of fastrot and bruce results of the type shown in Fig. 13 . Although our integration algorithms is different and outnumbers the equivalent elementary surface elements those of bruce, quite similar results are obtained. The only difference between both approaches relies on the adopted fundamental parameters. In fastrot a unique set of pnrc T o eff and mass M is used for the whole series of Ω values, while bruce does allow to specify the temperature distribution in 2 possible ways: by fixing T polar or by fixing the bolometric luminosity (see eq. 3 in Townsend et al. 2004 ).
Implications for the study of Be stars
It has been pointed out by Stoeckley (1968) and Townsend et al. (2004) that the FWHM of the λ4471 He i line can converge to a constant value at high V sin i when the stellar angular velocity approaches the critical rotation, which makes that the V sin i values of fast rotators, in particular those of Be stars, can be underestimated. Nevertheless, the implication on the measurements of V sin i in actual early-type stars by taking into account entirely the blend He i4470+He i4471+Mg ii4481, has still not been entirely explored. Our comparisons between true and apparent values obtained using the fitting procedure (CASE A Table 3 ), which mimic real cases of V sin i determination, show that there is a progressive lowering of the V sin i for increasing rotational rates. We also see that this V sin i underestimation does not imply necessarily a saturation of the estimated projected rotation velocity, even there is critical rotation (see Fig. 6 ).
It is interesting then to revisit the most probable value of the Ω/Ω c rate of Be stars if the REFs are taken into account. Chauville et al. (2001) have studied a sample of 116 Be stars and determined their V sin i app. parameter without taking into account the REFs. They used, however, Stoeckley and Mihalas' (1973) calculations of rotationally broadened lines, where the wavelength dependent limb-darkening within the line profiles is considered and which ensures that there is no systematic underestimation of rotational parameters, effect that was discussed by Collins & Truax (1995) . Chauville et al. (2001) have thus concluded that on average Be stars rotate at Ω/Ω c ∼ 0.8. We have studied these stars again, and some others, and redetermined carefully their apparent fundamental parameters by fitting their spectra with model atmospheres without rotation. We adopted the apparent V sin i determined by Chauville et al. (2001) in order to avoid undeterminations of these quantity produced by the Fourier method, which uses a constant limb-darkening coefficient in the frequencies over the line profile. Using our GRIDB of synthetic spectra, we have determined the pnrc fundamental parameters of the program objects, in particular their V sin i. These parameters were calculated for an average Ω/Ω c rate, the same for all stars and whose value was iterated. The iteration started first by assuming Ω/Ω c = 0.8. At each iteration step we corrected the apparent fundamental parameters in order to obtain the pnrc ones and redetermined, hence, the ratios V sin i/V c of each stars and studied its distribution. Each time we derived from the distribution the average of Ω/Ω c and its mode, i.e. the most frequent or probable value of Ω/Ω c . These quantities were estimated in two ways: a) using the same method as Chauville et al. (2001) ; b) determining the average and the mode of V /V c by correcting the distribution of V sin i/V c for the sin i effect. Since the mode of a given distribution depends on at least its first four moments, where errors increase with the order of the moment, we iterated the average Ω/Ω c . We also started the iteration assuming all stars rotate at Ω/Ω c = 1.0. We note that each apparent effective temperature, gravity and projected rotational velocity was considered with its 2σ error. The interval (X −2σ X , X +2σ X ) corresponding to each apparent X parameter was divided into eight parts, so that we had 9 entries for each independent parameter. This produced 9 3 determinations of each corresponding pnrc X parameter or true V sin i. Since each distribution of the obtained pnrc parameters is not symmetrical, we adopted its mode to represent the corresponding most probable solution of the sought pnrc parameter.
Both Table 8 summarizes the characteristics of iterations. Moments µ n are for V /V c distributions. The program stars and their fundamental parameters are given in Table 9 . In this table are given the apparent effective temperature, surface gravity and rotational parameter with their respective 1σ errors. The modes of the corresponding pnrc parameter and of the corrected V sin i are also listed, as well as the critical equatorial velocity, the estimated inclination angle and the 1σ dispersion of the respective 9 3 determinations of each fundamental parameter.
From the rates displayed in (8) we see that critical rotation among Be stars is reachable only by a fraction of objects between 2 and 3σ interval beyond the (Ω/Ω c ) mode . While the difference between apparent and true V sin i values seems to be significant in some cases, the increase of Ω/Ω c is not so high, as compared to the ratio obtained by Chauville et al. (2001) with apparent V sin i parameters. This is simply due to the fact that we need to consider also the increase from apparent to pnrc values of the stellar fundamental parameters. These last identify objects that are more massive and less evolved than expected from the apparent parameters. Such increase also implies a significant augmentation of the equatorial critical velocity V c which is barely overweighted by the respective true V sin i value. Table 9 are 'modes' of the respective distributions of 9 3 possible solutions. They can be considered as representing the most probable configuration of fundamental parameters for the rotating star, as they are perceived from the entry set of apparent parameters with their uncertainties, seen through the models calculated with fastrot used to interpret them. They look like a sort of independent "determinations" which also seem sometimes to underestimate the effects due to fast rotation. Nevertheless, if we used only the apparent entry parameters without their uncertainties, the unique translation into pnrc quantities that comes out would lead in many cases to ∆T eff , ∆ log g and ∆V sin i differences between pnrc and apparent values that are higher than those issued from the values in Table  9 . We calculated the Ω/Ω c and (Ω/Ω c ) mode using these simplified estimates of pnrc parameters and true V sin i, as well as the same iteration procedure for Ω/Ω c . We obtained thus, Ω/Ω c = 0.83, near the value put forward in Zorec et al. (2003) and (Ω/Ω c ) mode = 0.88. This small increase of the Ω/Ω c , as compared to the value obtained by Chauville et al. (2001) , is entirely ascribed to the higher V c values implied by the apparent → pnrc transformation of fundamental parameters.
pnrc and actual fundamental parameters
In this paper, we have studied the relation between the apparent parameters and those that should represent the actual stellar mass and its evolutionary stage. The translation obtained into pnrc parameters was performed with the help of evolutionary tracks calculated for non rotating stars (Schaller et al. 1992 ). However, evolutionary tracks of rotating objects are somewhat different (Heger & Langer 2000; . Depending on the case, they may produce slightly different mass estimates. These estimates are those which we might finally consider as a better approach to the actual stellar mass. Nevertheless, the mentioned differences are altogether small and do not modify whatsoever the results obtained in the preceding sections. Their ins and outs are out of the scope of the present work and will be widely discussed in another contribution.
Conclusions
In this paper we present the calculation code fastrot to calculate the effects carried by fast rotation on the fundamental parameters of early-type stars. Particular attention is payed to represent hydrogen Balmer, He i and Mg ii lines in the blue spectral region, which are currently used to infer from spectroscopic data the fundamental parameters of early-type stars. We also calculated a number of C, N and O lines in the visible spectral range, which enter the CNO abundance determination.
We have calculated synthetic spectra with classical plane-parallel non-LTE model atmospheres using apparent fundamental parameters derived from Hγ, He i4471 and Mg ii4481 lines and compared their predictions for other spectral regions of rotating stars. We noted that the above apparent fundamental reliably reproduce also the remaining Balmer and He i lines in the visual. However, discrepant fits are expected for CNO lines. The noted discrepancies may thus lead to systematic overestimates of the N abundances, while the C abundances can be underestimated. Regarding the O abundance, it depends on the lines used. They are sensitive to local formation conditions and reflect preferences either on the polar or equatorial formation regions. O abundances can then be under-or overestimated, depending on the lines used, stellar apparent configuration, if rotational effects are neglected.
The fastest rotation in the main sequence are probably Be stars. The strong gravitational darkening can lead then to sensitive V sin i underestimations, which in turn may imply that the hitherto undercritical rotation of these stars can be argued. We payed much attention then on the determination of the fundamental parameters of fast rotators, in particular on V sin i. We thus obtained that although the classical V sin i parameter do underestimate the stellar equatorial velocity of fast rotators, the fact that the pnrc stellar mass is higher and the evolutionary stage lower than expected from apparent quantities, causes that in most cases the increase in the estimate of V sin i does not overweights considerably the new V c . The study of a sample of 130 Be stars leads thus to a most probable ratio V e /V c ≃ 0.75, or Ω/Ω c ≃ 0.88, which still imply average undercritical surface rotation. Table 7 . Table 7 .
